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4-25 Tsurumi-cho, Naka-ku, Hiroshima, Japan
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Company Overview

370000000 (USD:3,700,000)

Name of the company DACCABLE CO., LTD

Broadcast planning consultant, Broadcast construction work, System development

Business Outline

Consulting of cable television broadcast facilities

Consulting of cable television broadcasting business

Apply, design construction and maintenance management of cable television broadcast facilities

Design and construction of communication system

Making a broadcast program and sales of preparing videotapes etc

Sales of accompanying equipment of above mentioned

Operation which for above mentioned

Solution proposition- Total support/problem-solving for region(Health control, Welfare, Shopping support

etc)

14

3 (In Hiroshima, Mihara, Kagawa)

80,000,000Yen (USD:800,000)

The history 

Feb., 1985: Established in Hiroshima, Mihara city 

Jul., 1987: Opened a'Shikoku' business office  in Ehime Nihama city 

May, 1996: Moved headoffice into present location 

Feb.,  2005: Opened a 'Mihara' business office in Mihara city 

Apr.,  2010: Moved 'Shikoku' business office in Kagawa, Takamatsu city 

 

Management philosophy 

In 1985, as a ideology 'Doing the net in the future with dream and pride', 

We are proud of our many achievements as consulting that help startup the cable stations that 

can be independent of construction department of cable stations, focusing on Western Japan  

after we startup. Since we have constructing section, we have got client's trust as the company 

which can be able to respond to the cable station's request with One-stop service. 

Especially, we specializes high-difficulty jobs like prime constructing of building moves which is 

in the operating. Moreover we do business proposing considering managing condition of cable 

stations. The cable stations where we have consulted, are practically small scale in region, but  

their managing condition is quite good.  



Motive and purpose for

Saudi market

From my understanding, there are serious social problems with in Saudi Arabia such as diabetes,

obesity, and lack of exercise due to Westernization.  By using our Prevention support system, we would

like to help and support those in need to live a healthy and long life.  It is essential to manage your health

and exercise to prevent diabetes. By using our ICT support system, it will encourage users to exercise

and manage your health through numbers and graphs. Through our system, we expect a rise in the

average life span of Saudi Arabian people and reduce medical insurance costs. We believe that we can

contribute to the society members who are suffering of diabetes and other diseases by using our system.

Interest and wish to Saudi

In order to use our support system we need to research and analyze the daily eating habits of the Saudi

Arabian people.  We need the support of Universities and the Doctor's Association.  We really hope that

we can gain support from your Government, Medical, Universities, and Industries.

Information Please see the attachment for more details.

Selling (Strong)  Point

In addition to consulting, architecture, construction management, sale of system equipments, we are

developing shopping support system tools.  Since we started, we gained experience and know-how in

the business of telecommunication of field construction technology, sound-proof studio construction,

broadcasting system construction, membership managing system, etc. We are actively developing and

researching  for the near future services by executing field experiments. We are especially working

diligently on developing an application for smart phones for the Diabetes Prevention Support System by

using ICT.  We have just launched the development of our system with the association of the

Universities, Doctors Association, and the Community Association.

【Our Strong Points】

①We are a multi-task engineering consulting company. Providing all maintenance and services for your

every need. We provide everything from telecommunications to cable tv operation.

②Our customers are the NUMBER 1 priority.  We offer you the best and most useful services within your

budget.

【Products and Services we want to expand in Saudi Arabia】

Sale of Diabetes Prevention and other lifestyle related disease support system. Not only people who are

suffering from the disease but also to people who don't have the disease by using and maintaining this

support system.


